Quality Writing, Editing, Speech-writing, and Reporting
Producing copy that conveys your message clearly and convincingly … in many languages

Do you struggle to produce strong, vibrant and accurate copy in a timely fashion? Rain Barrel
Communications provides customized writing that will get the attention of your customers, donors,
decision makers, stakeholders or other groups.

What Rain Barrel can do for you
Whether it’s an annual report, a field survey, an op-ed, a nuanced speech or a conference report, we
provide top talent to produce sophisticated policy briefs for experts or heartfelt reports from the field
for broader audiences. In other words, we listen carefully to what you want and then write new text or
edit existing drafts to meet your needs. From one-page summaries to 60-page annual reports, our
experienced writers, editors, proofreaders and rapporteurs cover a wide range of print and digital
products.
Most of our writers are fully bilingual, many are trilingual or have even more languages. Working from
documents in other languages or in speaking with your key informants, we craft readable documents for
print publications, your website or your social media.
Several of our Associates are expert rapporteurs, providing detailed coverage of meeting proceedings
and precise and timely summaries of workshops, seminars and conferences. They have extensive
experience with the United Nations system as well as international NGO and government proceedings.
We have access to talented graphic designers who can transform your words with designs that stand
out, whether on the Web or in print. We can start from scratch or untangle an overwrought draft.
We have earned a reputation for producing documents that are accurate, clear and reader-friendly –
and on time.
We produce copy in English or your home base’s language.
We never use one-size-fits all approaches; we work with you to meet the specific needs of your
organization and audiences.
Contact: Robert David Cohen, Director
robert@rainbarrelcommunications.com
+1 646 509 8712
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